tions with the novel's other major characters: Sister Soulsby, the pragmatic evangelist and fund-raiser; Father Forbes, the Catholic priest who introduces Ware to German Biblical criticism; Dr. Ledsmar, the scientist and agnostic; and, Celia Madden, the wealthy aesthete who is the object of Ware's intense infatuation, and who-near the novel's end-coldly rejects Ware as a "bore" (thus leading him to go on a drinking binge funded by monies he stole from his church). As Adams puts it, Forbes, Ledsmar, and Madden are the "modern triumvirate" who coldly toy with the hapless minister. Th ey have no moral center, Ware has no ballast, and so the hapless minister is doomed.
Ditto for the evangelical culture that Th eron Ware so ably represents. Th e intellectually vacuous and morally bankrupt evangelicalism of nineteenth-century America was destined to fade away, and good riddance. But it was being replaced by a modernity that was-as exemplifi ed by the three moderns who indiff erently ensure Th eron's damnationamoral at its very core. According to Adams, Frederic's novel presents us with a "cultural, rather than strictly mechanistic, naturalism." Cultural or mechanistic, the results are inevitable and dismal. As Adams reads Th eron Ware, modernity's moral indiff erence had loosed "the forces of barbarism." Th e only hope-found in the novel's fi nal pages, as Alice prepares to head West with her husband-is to face destruction in the company of another. As Adams puts it, "While meeting the forces of modernity together may not prevent destruction, to encounter them alone is a fate almost too horrifi c to contemplate."
Here, in particular, Adams makes good use of Harold Frederic's papers to inform his reading of Th eron Ware. Given this, it seems odd that he tells us virtually nothing about the author himself. Much more problematic is the writing. Th ere is inordinate repetition throughout, particularly when it comes to discussing what other literary critics have said (or failed to say) about the novel; there are a number of sentences that make little or no sense, perhaps because they have words missing (e.g., on pages 64, 129, 264); there is an over-abundance of infelicitous phrases, e.g., "once Americans stopped militarily killing each other" and "meandering towards the evolving organ." Harold Frederic's Social Drama and the Crisis of 1890s Evangelical Protestant Culture seems to be one of those cases when a dissertation is rushed into publication virtually "as is," without the benefi ts of substantive editorial work.
Th ) Th e chapters are arranged in seven sections: "Life and Works," "Critical Receptions," "Book and Publishing History," "Arts and Aesthetics," "Social Designs," "Time and Place," and "Literary Milieux," and all of the chapters are conveniently compactapproximately ten pages apiece, excepting the editor's introduction and the chronology chapters, which are twice the length of the others. In the introduction, editor Laura Rattray delineates the volume's revisionary rationale in terms of recent developments in cultural studies about Wharton's era: "Filtered through the contexts of both her own age
